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I
WHAT AND WHY ARE STRIKES?

John R. Commons, the great American theorist of collective action, had two fundamental insights into strike activity. "People may question," he wrote, "why it is that even high wage workers go out on strike, and employers often think that by offering workers still higher wages they can induce them to stay at work or win them back to work. But what the union wants is a hearing for each individual before he is fired, or when he alleges that he has been discriminated against. This is the most that the members mean by 'recognition of the union.'" As a lifelong member of the typographical workers’ union, and an incessant promoter of institutions for collective bargaining, Commons developed a strong sense of the necessity of guarantees for worker collective action, while hoping to stabilize and contain worker-management struggles. Yet Commons also had this insight: "The question of power is the fundamental question of class war, or class struggle, breaking out in strikes, lockouts, and even in military revolutions." Two insights, then, converge into one: industrial conflict concerns the rights to own and govern production as well as the strictly economic return workers receive for their labor.

While this double insight now seems obvious, students of industrial conflict do not take it for granted. In his recent book, STRIKES IN THE UNITED STATES, P.K. Edwards distinguishes among three alternative theories of industrial conflict, each with its own view of Commons' insight.³ The protest analysis relatively direct expressions of content among workers.⁴ The trays a continuous competitive government officials, in which hinge upon a much larger set approach accepts the same idea expression of one side’s discss workers’ and managers’ dema strongly from one time, indust shape the likelihood and conte matically, protest theorists ten workers regularly seek to stab through negotiation with man the second (that strikes spring gle theorists give the two insi tions theorists tend to stress t second.
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Sight. The protest analysis presents strikes and related actions as relatively direct expressions of the current level and character of discontent among workers. The analysis of conflict as power struggle portrays a continuous competition among workers, managers, and government officials, in which strikes and lockouts result from and hinge upon a much larger set of interactions. The industrial relations approach accepts the same idea of interaction (as opposed to the direct expression of one side's discontent), but stresses the containment of workers' and managers' demands within organizational forms that vary strongly from one time, industry, or place to another, and significantly shape the likelihood and content of industrial conflict. Speaking schematically, protest theorists tend to reject Commons' first insight (that workers regularly seek to stabilize and legitimize their collective voice through negotiation with management and government) and to stress the second (that strikes spring from struggles for power). Power-struggle theorists give the two insights equal weight. And industrial-relations theorists tend to stress the first, being at least dubious about the second.

Not surprisingly, in explaining strikes, the three alternative views of industrial conflict lead to different ways of treating the evidence. Two choices loom large: general versus particular, broad versus narrow. By no means do they reduce to the same choice. With regard to the first dichotomy, if we treat individual conflicts as manifestations of a general phenomenon, we can use and compare the existing, well-stated models that have already stood the test of confrontation with hard evidence. However, we run the risk that the models hide quite inappropriate assumptions about the contexts in which the conflicts occur. If, on the other hand, we read individual conflicts as signs of the conditions currently affecting particular sets of managers and workers, we gain knowledge of those conditions at the risk of mistaking very general features of industrial conflict for peculiarities of the situations at hand. Protest theorists more often give a particular reading to individual instances of conflict, while power-struggle theorists more frequently aim at a certain level of generality; industrial relations theorists, on the average, find themselves somewhere in between the two.

3. P. Edwards, Strikes in the United States, 1881-1974 (1981) [hereinafter cited as Edwards]. Edwards does not use these labels or categories explicitly, but the categories represent the chief distinctions he makes. At times, Edwards also singles out an “institutionalization” school of thought, exemplified by A. Ross & P. Hartman, Changing Patterns of Industrial Conflict (1960).


The choice between broad and narrow follows from the fact that the strike is only one form of industrial conflict—one whose very definition at any time and place is a result of previous struggles and administrative practices. Where should we draw the lines among absenteeism, shop-floor disputes, sabotage, lockouts, and strikes stricto sensu? If we choose a broad conception of industrial conflict, we gain the advantage of examining the interplay among different forms of struggle at the cost of taking on the study of phenomena for which the evidence is fragmentary and often intractable. If we choose a narrow conception (which usually means concentrating on strikes as currently defined and recorded), we gain the advantage of crisp, comparable, and abundant evidence at the cost of being vulnerable to variations in administrative practice and of sometimes interpreting shifts in the forms or loci of conflict as changes in the overall level of conflict. Protest and power-struggle theorists align at the broad end of the range, insisting on the examination of several different forms of conflict. Industrial relations theorists remain more willing, on the whole, to concentrate on strikes as such.

Protest, power-struggle, and industrial relations views of industrial conflict all have pedigrees stretching back into the nineteenth century. General histories of the labor movement, for example, usually incorporate a protest interpretation of strikes and other forms of industrial conflict. Recurrent studies of industrial conflict as a social problem, on the other hand, usually adopt an industrial relations perspective, with its implication that different institutions for conflict management could make industrial conflict less likely, or at least less costly. Until recently, however, power-struggle interpretations have been relatively unpopular among professional students of industrial conflict.

Over the last decade or so, the balance has changed. Partly as a result of the intellectual ferment surrounding the movements of 1968 and partly as a concomitant of the renewal of Marxist work on industrial processes, power-struggle treatments of industrial conflict have flourished. Although the modern power-struggle works vary considerably—and, indeed, take aim at one another—they share a tendency towards generalization, a relatively broad conception of industrial conflict, a view of strikes as contingent outcomes of wider struggles, and an inclination to as such significance in the short conflict.
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II
P.K. Edwards on American Strikes

P.K. Edwards has reservations about the “organizational” and “political” aspects of power-struggle models. They are organizational, as he sees it, in stressing worker organization as a prerequisite to worker collective action. They are political in claiming that strike activity has significant connections with national struggles for power. Edwards offers the works of Hibbs, Korpi, and Shorter-Tilly as examples, and takes the Shorter-Tilly analysis of French strike activity as his chief object of scrutiny.

Exactly how far Edwards stands from the power-struggle models remains unclear, for two reasons. First, he often turns from the sustained critique of the power-struggle argument to tussle with another group of antagonists: theorists who suggest that with mature industrialism and adequate mechanisms for the resolution of disputes, strikes calm down, lose significance, become less costly, or even wither away. Second, while his most general statements swerve sharply from the power-struggle view, expounded by Shorter and Tilly, their analyses of particular features of American strike activity frequently converge. Nevertheless, throughout the book as a whole, Edwards takes a position noticeably closer to the industrial relations school (and noticeably farther from the protest school) than do Shorter, Tilly, and their confreres. He argues that job control, not national politics, is the crucial issue.

Edwards sets out to answer “one large question: how and why has the American strike picture altered during the enormous industrial and institutional changes of the past century?” He attempts to answer this question in two ways. First, he conducts quantitative analyses of year-to-year fluctuations in strike activity, in order to test alternative models of the causes of industrial conflict. Second, he charts the differences in strike activity among industries, occupations, and geographic areas, concentrating on three broad periods: 1881-1905, 1933-1946, and 1947-1974. Together, the two parts constitute our most extensive quantitative account of American strike activity.

Edwards centers his work on the study of almost one hundred years of official strike statistics, as collected and published by the

8. See supra note 7.
United States Bureau of Labor Statistics.\textsuperscript{10} His empirical results derive not only from standard strike indicators—number of strikes, number of workers involved and number of hours lost—but also from a variety of other strike measures. These include trade union involvement in strikes, results of strikes, strikes by issue, official versus wildcat strikes, number of establishments struck, and so on. He often uses the data in ingenious, insightful ways.

His quantitative method consists of straightforward tabulations, simple correlations, and standard econometric analyses of the form $Y = a + b_1x_1 + b_2x_2 + \ldots + \epsilon$. In these respects he stays a cautious distance behind the most current tools of quantitative analysis of industrial conflict. That quantitative reticence makes his presentation relatively easy to follow. As we shall see later,\textsuperscript{11} it also involves unnecessary risks of error, and reduces the comparability of his results with those of other investigators.

Edwards discusses four main findings:

1. Unlike the experience of many other countries, the “shape” of American strikes (i.e., the particular configuration of frequently, size, and duration at any point in time) shows no significant long-term change over the last century.

2. Economic factors and the business cycle affect strike activity, but not to the extent that is generally believed.

3. American strikes do not follow the patterns predicted by a power-struggle model.

4. Bargaining structure has a strong effect upon strike activity.

If these findings hold as stated, they challenge ideas of the “institutionalization” of strikes, raise doubts about protest and power-struggle models of industrial conflict, and add weight to industrial relations models. For these reasons, and for the most comprehensive description of American strike patterns published so far, \textit{Strikes in the United States} deserves close attention.

III

A CLOSE EXAMINATION OF EDWARDS’ THEORIES

Several aspects of Edwards’ book stand up well to close scrutiny. First, the volume is a welcome addition to the small number of extensive, longitudinal, quantitative studies of industrial conflict, a rarity for American strikes. The last comprehensive investigation of American strikes dates back to Griffin’s study, which is now over forty years old.\textsuperscript{12} Large-scale studies of single countries (such as Edwards has done for the United States, Short for the United Kingdom) are less common.
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up well to close scrutiny. he small number of exten-ustrial conflict, a rarity for investigation of American now over forty years old.12 as Edwards has done for the United States, Shorter and Tilly for France, Cronin and Knowles for the United Kingdom)13 should eventually make cross-national understanding of strikes more meaningful.

Second, the work attempts to bring the more qualitative evidence of case studies to bear on the main arguments. Those case studies are especially rich and abundant for the United States. No other general work has made such extensive use of this large body of literature; it never seems to find its way into the bibliographies of quantitative investigations of industrial conflict. That is a pity, not only because the case studies provide another perspective on strikes, but also because they offer the means of validating the measures and interpreting the results of quantitative analyses spanning hundreds or thousands of events.

Third, most investigations of strike activity—notably quantitative accounts—analyze the decision to strike and the decision to stop striking almost exclusively from the workers’ perspective. Edwards properly portrays strikes as outcomes of the interactions among workers, employers, and representatives of governments.

Finally, Edwards makes a convincing case for the role of bargaining structure in the pattern of strikes. His work makes one of the few attempts so far to follow up systematically on Clegg’s seminal ideas concerning the relationship between strike activity and the particular organization of collective bargaining.14

Difficulties exist, however. First, the quality of his methods does not always keep pace with his grasp of theories—other people’s and his own. We accept and reject theories on the basis of empirical evidence treated in comparable ways. Without competent technical work and comparable treatment of the evidence, we lose the ability to decide whether discrepancies among the results of different investigators result from technical errors, true variations from one case to another, or the superiority of one theory to another. On those grounds, several features of Edwards’ econometric analyses are likely to make experienced practitioners uneasy: the use of unorthodox measures such as his “trough” and “peak” indicators of the business cycle; the use of an unlagged real wage variable instead of the usual distributed-lag relationship in Edwards’ version of the Ashenfelter and Johnson model;15 the lack of a stated rationale for the particular choice of sample periods (1881-1910, 1900-1939, and 1946-1972) in the most general time-series analyses; the unexplained fluctuation in periodization from one table to

13. Edwards, supra note 3; Shorter & Tilly, supra note 7; Cronin, supra note 7; K. Knowles, Strikes: A Study in Industrial Conflict (1952).
15. See, e.g., id. at 72-75.
the next (e.g., tables 3.3 and 3.4); the lack of correspondence between these various periodizations and the general timetable proposed in the book’s table of contents; the presentation of zero-order correlations between ratio variables with common terms (e.g., tables 3.1, 3.3, 3.4), despite Edwards’ own cautions against just such practices. In sound econometric practice, an investigator who simultaneously seeks to innovate and to compare, conducts the crucial analysis in both the “old” way and the “new”, thus constructing a solid bridge back to the previous analysis he means to refute, incorporate, or improve.

Edwards leaves cracks in the bridge. For example, he uses his unorthodox economic indicators—the “trough” and “peak” variable and the unlagged real wage—to gauge the contribution of business cycle theories to the understanding of strikes. He concludes that the business cycle has little or no impact on American strikes. How much of the discrepancy between Edwards’ findings and those of previous business-cycle advocates results from his use of those particular variables?

Edwards’ failure to use all relevant evidence likewise cast doubts on his results. Consider the case of union density, by which Edwards means the proportion of all workers belonging to trade unions. “The failure of union density,” he writes, “to operate significantly in combination with the more general economic variables casts very great doubt on the view that organizational factors must be given an independent role in the determination of strike activity.” Yet the relevant regression analyses use strike frequency alone as their dependent variable. Strike analysts generally believe that unionization is related to the number of workers involved in strikes rather than to their sheer frequency. Elsewhere, Edwards recommends that we “explore the role of the same model in explaining different features of strikes, while bearing in mind that strike frequency and worker involvement may be influenced by different factors.” Why, then, doesn’t he present results concerning duration of strikes, number of strikers, or the two in combination? Without those results, the junction with previous work fails.

Choice of sample periods is also critical. If institutional arrangements and bargaining structure play such a significant role, and if “the year 1934 was a turning point” in this process of institutionalization, why lump together in the same analysis periods as different as the 1920s and the 1930s? In his own analysis of strike data, Romagnoli
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In one of his early works, Romeshchuk proposed that strikes make wage work difficult. Generally, they are less effective at the shorter, and timer, if used with various periods of duration, are more effective. Since the periods cannot be compared for any period since 1874, General 1912 strike activity in 1900-1912 and 1912-1912 in the United States, Redmond shows that the strike had significant effects on strike activity. In 1900-1912 and 1912-1912 strike activity was reduced in the United States, and the period 1912-1912 shows an increased in strike activity. Since these two factors are interrelated and strike activity varies with the economic activity and economic conditions, it is difficult to determine the factors that affect strike activity. It is not surprising that the strike activity differs in the United States and other countries.

The book's organizational structure, which includes a summary of the contents, introduction, and conclusion, is well-organized and easy to follow. The author provides a clear and concise overview of the strike activity in the United States and other countries, and the impact of economic conditions on strike activity. The book also includes a useful appendix containing a detailed list of references.

The book's strength lies in its thorough analysis of strike activity and its impact on the economy. The author provides a wealth of data and statistical information, and the book is well-researched and well-written. Overall, this is an excellent book for anyone interested in labor studies and the history of strike activity in the United States and other countries.
In the long run, changes in the organization of production, including the effects of technical innovations on work routines and supervision, shape both (a) the features of the work situation which workers seek to improve, eliminate or control and (b) the opportunities and constraints affecting collective action on the part of workers and of managers. Prosperity, governmental toleration and the mobilization of their opponents all promote collective action by the one party and the other. Largely as a result of their own collective action . . . organized groups of workers acquire places in the national structure of power. The strike becomes the principal means by which those organized groups display their strength and exert pressure on the other chief participants in the power structure—both employers and the government. As a consequence of these multiple long-run changes, strikes become more frequent and larger in scale, their responsiveness to changes in the national political position of labor increases and acquiescence or even collaboration on the part of government officials plays a growing part in the outcome of strikes. Strikes are power struggles; organized workers use what power they have to economic advantage, of course; but strikes expand as workers organize and as their organizations acquire increasing stakes in the national structure of power.26

That is what Shorter and Tilly called their “political” interpretation of strike activity. On the basis of extensive quantitative analyses, they claimed to have made a reasonable case for such an interpretation of French strike activity from 1830 to 1968. Then they described the evolution of strike shapes—size, duration, and frequency—in a number of western countries from 1900 onward, and speculated on the application of political interpretations to those countries.

In the case of the United States, they suggested that “before the Depression collective action was as much political as economic, intended equally to build political organizations and press political demands and to elevate the standard of living by pressuring individual employers.”27 “Then during the Depression,” they continue, “the North American working classes succeeded to political power. The 1930s meant in the United States the worker entry to the polity, as part of a coalition of farmers and ethnic groups. But strike activity did not wither away in the United States, as it did in northern Europe after a similar entry. Why?”28 In contrast to northern Europe, they suggest:

[A]lthough American labor tried hard during the late thirties to obviate the strike through government intervention in labor relations, the weight of historic traditions of non-intervention, plus the indifference or opposition of other members of the polity, doomed these efforts to failure. Finally, American labor reconciled itself to a watertight divi-
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Shorter and Tilly offered no evidence—qualitative or quantitative—for this  
terpretation, but laid it down as a proposal for future investigation.

Edwards, then, takes up the proposal. He concludes that such a  
power-struggle argument does not work. “Economic factors,” writes  
Edwards, “are common to all strikes, but political ones are likely to  
have an impact which is limited to a small range of strikes.”  
He continues: “Instead of concentrating on a supposed political orientation  
among workers . . . one should examine the role of the government  
and its decision of when to intervene in labor disputes.”  
“Political factors,” it appears, mean the explicit incorporation of demands  
concerning the national structure of power, or the direct intervention of  
national government in the course of a strike. Those are, indeed, rare  
events. But they do not exhaust the political context and significance of  
industrial conflict. A factory occupation movement can sweep a  
country while the bulk of workers’ demands concentrate on wages, working  
conditions, and job security. Strike waves have far-reaching political  
implications, invariably attract significant governmental intervention,  
and depend, among other things, on workers’ readings of the likely  
character of that intervention.

What evidence does Edwards offer on these matters? He rests his  
case on two regression equations, for the periods 1900-1939 and 1946-
1972.  
In those equations, the president’s party and the percentage  
voting Democrat are the proposed political measures, with strike  
frequency as the dependent variable. Once again, we must ask the two  
insistent questions: Why these periods, and no others? Why not look  
at other features of strikes?

V

AN “INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS” INTERPRETATION OF  
STRIKES

A. The Significance of Bargaining Structure

American strikes, in Edwards’ view, can best be understood in  
terms of institutional arrangements. In particular, he claims, the bargai
ning structure makes a difference. “Collective bargaining—rather
than economic or political factors—remains the centre of attention,” he maintains.33 A country’s bargaining structure can best explain prevailing patterns of strikes: their frequency, duration, and size.

Edwards has a point. Bargaining structure can go a long way toward explaining prevailing patterns of strikes, even in countries traditionally thought to have poorly-institutionalized industrial relations.34 To draw an example from Italy, the two-level bargaining prevailing during the 1970s deeply affected strike patterns. Industry-wide collective agreements, renewed every three years, are underscored by a few large, demonstrative strikes. At this level, size is the characteristic dimension; the workers of a whole industry strike for the renewal of their collective contract. Immediately after the signing of the industry-wide contract, however, plant-level bargaining opens, in order to catch productivity differentials among firms within the industry. Hundreds of firms throughout the country renew their plant contracts. At this level, frequency is the characteristic dimension. Quantitatively, strike size and frequency describe two out-of-phase sine waves with periods of three years and an average phase-lag of one year, as a consequence of Italy’s specific arrangements for bargaining.35

Yet Italy’s bargaining structure can hardly be taken as the conclusive explanation in this case. In general, bargaining structure can only serve as a short-run explanation. First, as Walter Korpi has argued, the emergence of a given bargaining structure is itself the result of conflict, a function of changes in the balance of power between workers and employers.36 While, then, a given bargaining structure, once in existence, affects the pattern of strikes, “the structure [itself] reflects the conflicts on which it was built,” as Edwards himself recognizes.37 To follow up on our Italian example, the increased decentralization of bargaining levels in the postwar period resulted from conflict. In the early 1960s, as a result of increased labor unrest, industry-wide bargaining came to parallel—not without much resistance from employers—national, centralized bargaining that had until then been exclusive. Again, plant-level bargaining only gained recognition during the wave of strikes that swept Italy during the late 1960s.38
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Second, the bargaining structure only helps explain some of the
characteristics of strikes: why strikes are shorter or longer in some in-
stitutional settings than in others; why they are more or less frequent,
more or less large. It also helps explain some of the behavior of strikes
over time: in particular, cyclical and periodic movements in strike
dimensions (size, frequency, and duration) and their interrelations.

There are, however, other aspects of strike activity which an insti-
tutional explanation cannot address. Strikes, for instance, also show
short- and medium-term fluctuations, which are better explained in
terms of the business cycle. To be more exact, the bargaining positions
of workers and managers vary with some regularity through the busi-
ness cycle, and therefore produce regular variations in the frequencies,
forms, and outcomes of strikes. Edwards himself admits as much, with
a good deal of ambivalence.

There is no reason, however, why economic and institutional ef-
fects cannot be combined to offer complementary explanations of dif-
ferent aspects of strike activity. Reliance on one explanatory factor
(such as the bargaining structure) to the exclusion of others (such as
economic and political factors) may be quite misleading. Instead of
contests to the death, we need integration among alternative expla-
ations and models that have proved to be successful within particular
domains. Korpi, for instance, has shown convincingly how economic
hardship, relative deprivation, or, more generally, economic factors can
be incorporated in a power-struggle model. Edwards’ work does just-
tice to one factor—bargaining structure—often neglected by theorists
of protest and power struggle. But in calling attention to that factor, he
has blinded himself to the insights of competing theoretical approaches.

B. Job Control and American Labor

If a country’s “strike pattern undoubtedly reflect[s] aspects of its
collective bargaining arrangements,” the key variable is really job con-
trol or, better, “the intensity of struggle for control.” It is job control,
according to Edwards, that provides the running thread, the unifying
force that can explain both the unchanging shape of American strikes
over the last century and the decentralized bargaining structure pre-
vailing in America. The very emergence of such a decentralized bar-
gaining structure thus “reflects the previous struggle for control.”
The bargaining structure, with its emphasis on plant-level bargaining
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and job-control issues, therefore represents only the crystallization and institutionalization of previous struggles over job control.

That historical derivation of the American bargaining structure is very attractive. But it presents two related difficulties. First, “job control” can take a broad or narrow form. Second, in the United States, employers have struggled successfully to restrict job-control issues to the narrow form.

In a broad sense of the word, job control includes substantial power over the allocation of all the factors of production: labor, capital, and technology as well. At this extreme, job control means working-class domination of production. In a narrow sense, it includes only the worker’s ability to shape his immediate work environment and tasks, to create or maintain a niche of autonomy within the industrial division of labor. Here is the problem: the present emphasis on job control in the narrow sense grew out of a lost struggle for job control in the broad sense. The broad struggle entailed a series of battles over power at the national level, over the relationship between government and industry, over the rights of different parties to use coercion in industrial disputes; it had an inescapable political component. Edwards rests his rejection of “political” interpretations of strike activity especially on his discovery of the importance of job-control issues in American strikes. That will not do; today’s “apolitical” scope of strike activity is itself a political product.

American capitalists, with the aid of government, prevented American labor from taking a centralized, political stance at the national level, like its European counterparts. On the other hand, managers prevented “control” issues at the plant level from taking a more radical turn. A good example from Edwards’ own analysis is management’s deflection of workers’ demands for disclosure of company profits.43 This was the lost political struggle of American workers. It does not mean they failed to fight. One has only to read Brecher’s narrative of major American fights to learn the contrary.44 American workers tried hard, with some of the most violent, bloody, and bitter clashes in the western world. The difference from the European experience is that they lost even more emphatically than their European fellows.

This ability to maintain the separation between “economic” and “political” conflict, to prevent the “centralization and politicization of strike action,”45 to limit industrial conflict to job-control issues and plant-level bargaining, to block the expression of working-class issues in national class-wide bargaining constitutes the great political victory

of American capitalism. It divided working class, fragmenting the sector. The situationally political. It concerns understand the institution: Michael Mann wrote, “[w]hile traditional conflict is nothing more than conflict to aggressive economy.

In seeking to challenge activity, then, Edwards bruised. But bargaining structuring and politics, of organ Edwards points correctly to conflict: to abandon the fruit and “industrial relations” power over the conditions that takes us back to the agenda into industrial conflict.
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on between "economic" and lization and politicization of ct to job-control issues and ision of working-class issu es the great political victory of American capitalism. It has so far succeeded in maintaining a di- vided working class, fragmented in the pursuit of corporatist plant-level economism. The meaning of such an ongoing struggle is essentially political. It concerns power, local and national. It helps us to understand the institutionalization that took place in the 1930s. As Michael Mann wrote, "[w]hat we call the institutionalization of industrial conflict is nothing more nor less than the narrowing down of conflict to aggressive economism and defensive control.”

In seeking to challenge the power-struggle interpretation of strike activity, then, Edwards brings us to bargaining structures and job control. But bargaining structures and job control rest on a web of organization and politics, of organized struggles for power. Despite himself, Edwards points correctly to the next round of work on industrial conflict: to abandon the fruitless opposition of "economic," "political," and "industrial relations" variables, and to see strikes as struggles for power over the conditions and returns of work. In that sense, Edwards takes us back to the agenda implicit in John R. Commons' old insights into industrial conflict.